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Introduction

• Transformers achieve state-of-the-art performance in a wide range 

of domains.

• And that motivates us to develop transformer-based models for 

video understanding.



Transformers

• Scale with larger datasets, in a manner that convolutional networks 

cannot.

• Can naturally handle any input which can be “tokenized”

[Dosovitskiy et al., ICLR 2021][Hoffmann et al., 2022]



Transformers for video – Questions

1. How to develop transformer models for video?

2. Transformers have quadratic complexity with respect to the 

number of tokens

○ How do we make them more efficient for video?

3. Videos are inherently multimodal

○ How do we effectively leverage this information?

4. Transformers work well across a large range of domains

○ Can we train a single transformer model for everything?
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Introduction

● CNNs are architecture of choice in Vision ; Transformers are architecture of 

choice in Natural Language

● Vision Transformers: recent pure-transformer architecture for images

● Benefits of such architectures realised at large scale

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.11929


ViViT: Video Vision Transformers

● Extend idea of ViT (static images) to videos

● To handle large number of tokens, explore more efficient factorised

attention variants.

● Regularisation to train on comparatively small video datasets.



Input Encoding 1: Uniform Frame Sampling

● Sample frames, extract 2D patches and linearly project (as in ViT)

● Effectively consider a video as a “big image”



Input Encoding 2: Tubelet embedding

● Extract 3D tubelets to encode spatio-temporal “tubes” into tokens

● Temporal information included from the initial tokenisation stage.

● Works better when initialised appropriately.



ViViT: Joint Spatio-Temporal Attention

● Simply forward many spatio-temporal tokens through multiple 

transformer layers.

● Requires a lot of computation, and high-capacity means it can overfit 

easily on smaller datasets.



ViViT: Space/Time Factorisations

Alternative ways of mixing the temporal and spatial information

Reduces complexity from O((w * h)2 + t2 ) instead of O((w*h*t)2 )



ViViT Factorisations

Factorised encoder
● “Late fusion” of spatial 

and temporal information

Factorised self-attention
● Perform self-attention 

separately over space 
and time

Factorised dot-product
● Attention heads 

separated over space 
and time dimensions.



Input Encoding

• Tubelet embedding works better if 3D filter is initialised appropriately.

• Filter inflation [1, 2]:

• Central frame initialiser: 

• Initialise to “select” central frame using 2D filter weights.

[1] Carreira and Zisserman. CVPR 2017. 
[2] Feichtenhofer et al. NeurIPS 2016

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1705.07750.pdf
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2016/file/3e7e0224018ab3cf51abb96464d518cd-Paper.pdf


Model Variants

● Tokens fixed across models

● Unfactorised model works best on larger datasets (ie Kinetics), but 

slowest.



Model Variants

● Factorised encoder works best on smaller datasets (ie Epic Kitchens) 

as it overfits less.



Regularisation

● Video datasets are not as large as ImageNet / ImageNet21k / JFT
○ Original ViT paper didn’t get good performance on ImageNet.

● Strategies
○ Use pretrained image models from ImageNet-21K or JFT
○ For smaller datasets, we use further regularisation methods, inspired by 

DeIT.

5.3% gain on 
Epic Kitchens

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.12877.pdf


State-of-the-art Results on 5 Datasets



Conclusion

● Family of pure-transformer architectures for video

● Showed how to regularise models appropriately to train on smaller 

datasets. Detailed ablations in paper

● State-of-the-art results on 5 video datasets

● A Arnab et al. ViViT: A Video Vision Transformer. ICCV, 2021.

● [Paper], [Code]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.15691.pdf
https://github.com/google-research/scenic/tree/main/scenic/projects/vivit


Questions

● How can we model temporal dynamics more effectively?

● How can we make such models more efficient?

● How can we process and fuse multiple modalities?

● Can we train a single transformer model to perform multiple tasks 

across different modalities?



Questions

● How can we model temporal dynamics, and different modalities, more 

effectively?

○ Multiview Transformers for Video Recognition

● How can we make such models more efficient?

○ TokenLearner: What Can 8 Learned Tokens do for Images and 

Videos?

● Can we train a single transformer model to perform multiple tasks 

across different modalities?

○ PolyViT: Co-training Vision Transformers on Images, Video and

Audio
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Motivation

• Modelling inputs at multiple resolutions has been a central idea in 

Computer Vision, since handcrafted features (Burt and Adelson 1987, 

Dalal and Triggs 2005, Lazebnik et al 2006).

• In space: detect objects of variable sizes

• In time: detect events of different durations

• How to model multiple spatio-temporal resolutions with

transformers?

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/1095851
https://lear.inrialpes.fr/people/triggs/pubs/Dalal-cvpr05.pdf
https://hal.inria.fr/inria-00548585/document


Multiview Transformers

• Model multiscale, temporal information

• Create different “views” of the input

• Process these views in parallel, with

lateral connections between

transformer layers.

• Final global encoder aggregates tokens

from each view encoder.



Multiview Transformers

• Our naming convention example

• B/2 + S/4 + Ti/8

• Three views

• “Base” transformer with tubelet size of 16x2

• “Small” transformer with tubelet size of 16x4

• “Tiny” transformer with tubelet size of 16x8

• Single view is the same as a ViViT Factorised Encoder



How to fuse different views?

• Paper considers multiple 

alternatives.

• The best was using cross-attention 

from view i+1 to view i, where views

are ordered by increasing numbers 

of tokens.



How to fuse different views?

• The best was using cross-attention from view i+1 to view i, where 

views are ordered by increasing numbers of tokens.



What encoder should we use for each view?

• The encoder for each ”view” does not have to be the same

• Better to use a deeper encoder for the view with more tokens.



What encoder should we use for each view?

• The encoder for each ”view” does not have to be the same

• Using deeper encoder for other views does not help 



More views are better than deeper models

• It is better, in terms of accuracy and computational cost, to add 

multiple views in parallel, than to use a deeper, single-view model 

(ViViT).



State-of-the-art results



Multimodal MTV

• Recent extension of MTV to 

multiple modalities

• Each “view” is now a different 

modality

• Won the Epic-Kitchens action 

recognition challenge



Conclusion

• Processing multiple “views” in parallel allows us to achieve superior 

accuracy-speed trade-offs for video classification

• State-of-the-art results across 6 datasets.

• Poster session on Tuesday afternoon, 75b 

• [Paper], [Code]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.04288.pdf
https://github.com/google-research/scenic/tree/main/scenic/projects/mtv
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Vision Transformers

[Dosovitskiy et al., ICLR 2021]

Transformer layer

Transformer layer

Transformer layer

Stem: flatten and linear projection

1024 tokens for 512x512 input

Classification 
head

16x16 pixel 
patches

… Do we really 
need all these 

tokens?
Operations 
quadratic to # 
of tokens



Motivation

• Transformers have quadratic complexity with respect to the number 

of tokens.

• Do we really need that many tokens and process them all at every 

layer? 

• Can we not ‘learn’ to adaptively obtain much fewer tokens instead, 

and focus on processing them?



TokenLearner



TokenLearner

• TokenLearner has a form of spatial 

attention mechanism

• Given an image-like tensor, it

• Weights each pixel differently 

(i.e., focuses on a subset of 

pixels)

• Summarizes them as a token.

• Could be applied to intermediate 

tensors

• Works well with a small number of 

tokens! Example: 8 or 16



TokenLearner

• The 𝛼(⋅) function can be anything

• Examples

• Conv layers

• MLP

• Attention (equivalent to

Perceiver)

• When implementing, 𝛼!:#(⋅) is a 

single function with S output 

channels.



TokenLearner within ViT

• TokenLearner module inserted in 

the middle of Transformer 

architecture

• The computation after the

TokenLearner module becomes

negligible.

Computation 

negligible



Where do we place TokenLearner?

• Interestingly, TokenLearner performs better, while being faster. Adaptiveness!

• Experiment using ViT-B, pretraining on JFT and doing ImageNet few-shot evaluation 

(same setting as original ViT paper).



Scaling up TokenLearner

• By using TokenLearner, we can now

• Process more initial tokens (use smaller patch sizes)

• Use more transformer layers. 

• Results using ViT-L with 512x512 inputs, and 16 learned tokens.



Scaling up TokenLearner

• By using TokenLearner, we can now

• Process more initial tokens (use smaller patch sizes)

• Use more transformer layers. 

• Results using ViT-L with 512x512 inputs, and 16 learned tokens.



TokenLearner on video

• Once again, we can use the higher efficiency of TokenLearner to process more

tokens and achieve state-of-the-art results.

• Results from inserting TokenLearner into ViViT-L, at time of publication:



Conclusion

• There are lots of redundant tokens in images and video.

• We can learn to summarise them into a smaller subset of tokens, and 

process only those.

• With more efficient models, we can process more tokens to improve

accuracy. 

• M Ryoo et al. TokenLearner: What Can 8 Learned Tokens Do for 

Images and Video. NeurIPS 2021.

• [Paper], [Code], [Blog]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.04288.pdf
https://github.com/google-research/scenic/tree/main/scenic/projects/mtv
https://ai.googleblog.com/2021/12/improving-vision-transformer-efficiency.html
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Motivation

• Transformers are used for wide range of perception tasks

• Unified architecture, with shared parameters, for wide range of tasks?



PolyViT

• Only task-specific parameters: output linear head

• Tokenizer is modality-specific



PolyViT

• Model can process multiple tasks and modalities. Performs a single 

task at a time.

• Model is very parameter efficient. No gains in FLOPs or runtime.



How to co-train?

• When training, sample batches from a 

single task

• Ablate different sampling schedules

• We can reuse training hyperparameters

from a single-task baseline.

• No additional tuning necessary!

• Total number of training steps does 

not increase either



How to co-train?



How to solve 9 tasks across 3 modalities

• Baselines

• Train a model for each classification task → lots of parameters

• Linear probe on ImageNet-21K pretrained model → parameter-efficient

• Co-train a model for each modality

• Best accuracy whilst saving parameters

• Co-train a model across all tasks and modalities

• 8.3x parameter reduction whilst losing maximum of 1.2% accuracy



Evaluating learned feature representations

• Linear evaluation (like self-supervised learning) on new datasets

• Multi-modal PolyViT generalizes to all new tasks.

• Image models transfer well to video and vice versa.

• Audio models do not generalize at all (and vice versa).



State-of-the-art by co-training on one 
modality

• Comparison to ViViT unfactorized model

• Largest improvements on smaller datasets (Kinetics 400)

• Co-training has a regularising effect.



State-of-the-art by co-training on one 
modality

• Comparison to MBT, audio-only

• Largest improvements on smaller datasets.

• Co-training has a regularising effect.



Conclusion

• Co-training on one modality

• Improves accuracy on all tasks. Has a regularising effect

• Co-training on multiple modalities and tasks

• Even more parameter-efficient.

• Learns universal features that are useful for a wide range of 

tasks.

• Co-training is simple and practical to do.

• Does not require additional hyperparameter tuning over single-

task baselines. 



Questions?

• A Arnab et al. ViViT: A Video Vision Transformer. ICCV 2021.

• S Yan et al. Multiview Transformers for Video Recognition. CVPR 2022.

• M Ryoo et al. TokenLearner: What Can 8 Learned Tokens Do for 

Images and Video. NeurIPS 2021.

• V Likhosherstov et al. PolyViT: Co-training Vision Transformers on 

Images, Video and Audio. arXiv:2111.12993

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.15691
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.04288.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2106.11297.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3a-osHMmzwjb9-xXt3kNfIMOerpe-ov_9TaMRyTFcH9Vu40RhTaiftTo4
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.12993

